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Decision Neuroscience addresses fundamental questions about how the brain makes
perceptual, value-based, and more complex decisions in non-social and social
contexts. This book presents compelling neuroimaging, electrophysiological, lesional,
and neurocomputational models in combination with hormonal and genetic approaches,
which have led to a clearer understanding of the neural mechanisms behind how the
brain makes decisions. The five parts of the book address distinct but inter-related
topics and are designed to serve both as classroom introductions to major subareas in
decision neuroscience and as advanced syntheses of all that has been accomplished in
the last decade. Part I is devoted to anatomical, neurophysiological, pharmacological,
and optogenetics animal studies on reinforcement-guided decision making, such as the
representation of instructions, expectations, and outcomes; the updating of action
values; and the evaluation process guiding choices between prospective rewards. Part
II covers the topic of the neural representations of motivation, perceptual decision
making, and value-based decision making in humans, combining neurcomputational
models and brain imaging studies. Part III focuses on the rapidly developing field of
social decision neuroscience, integrating recent mechanistic understanding of social
decisions in both non-human primates and humans. Part IV covers clinical aspects
involving disorders of decision making that link together basic research areas including
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systems, cognitive, and clinical neuroscience; this part examines dysfunctions of
decision making in neurological and psychiatric disorders, such as Parkinson’s
disease, schizophrenia, behavioral addictions, and focal brain lesions. Part V focuses
on the roles of various hormones (cortisol, oxytocin, ghrelin/leptine) and genes that
underlie inter-individual differences observed with stress, food choices, and social
decision-making processes. The volume is essential reading for anyone interested in
decision making neuroscience. With contributions that are forward-looking assessments
of the current and future issues faced by researchers, Decision Neuroscience is
essential reading for anyone interested in decision-making neuroscience. Provides
comprehensive coverage of approaches to studying individual and social decision
neuroscience, including primate neurophysiology, brain imaging in healthy humans and
in various disorders, and genetic and hormonal influences on decision making Covers
multiple levels of analysis, from molecular mechanisms to neural-systems dynamics
and computational models of how we make choices Discusses clinical implications of
process dysfunctions, including schizophrenia, Parkinson’s disease, eating disorders,
drug addiction, and pathological gambling Features chapters from top international
researchers in the field and full-color presentation throughout with numerous
illustrations to highlight key concepts
Self-Congruity provides a comprehensive understanding of the self-concept, integrating
the many references to it in the psychological literature. Using his previous findings, the
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author considers cognitive-versus-affective phenomena, and intrapersonal,
interpersonal, situational, and analytic modes. He then applies his integrated theory to
the problem of change in self-concept and behavior.
A comprehensive, up-to-date examination of the most important theory, concepts,
methodological approaches, and applications in the burgeoning field of judgment and
decision making (JDM) Emphasizes the growth of JDM applications with chapters
devoted to medical decision making, decision making and the law, consumer behavior,
and more Addresses controversial topics from multiple perspectives – such as choice
from description versus choice from experience – and contrasts between empirical
methodologies employed in behavioral economics and psychology Brings together a
multi-disciplinary group of contributors from across the social sciences, including
psychology, economics, marketing, finance, public policy, sociology, and philosophy 2
Volumes
"This book presents a variety of practical applications, tools, skills, practices, models,
approaches, and strategies that are proving themselves in practice-demonstrating
effectiveness with managing diversity and innovation. It also shares a different pattern
of research work that will provide a platform for new avenues in overall infrastructure,
socioeconomic conditions, and modern tourism business infrastructure"-This integrative volume identifies and defines cross-cultural issues in consumer
psychology and consumer science as the world becomes an increasingly global
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marketplace. An international panel of experts analyzes current trends in consumer
behavior across diverse countries worldwide and across cultural groups within
countries, depicting commonly-used cross-cultural frameworks and research methods.
Beginning with conceptualizing and quantifying culture at the national level, the volume
then moves to individual levels of analysis of consumer decision-making, examining
consumer data as they affect business decisions in marketing products internationally.
The resulting work synthesizes the consumer science, international business, and
consumer psychology literatures for a deeper understanding of all three disciplines and
pathways to future research as cultures interact and tastes evolve. Among the topics
covered: Culture as a driver of individual and national consumer behavior. Consumer
culture-based attitudes toward buying foreign versus domestic products. Country-oforigin effects: consumer perceptions of international products. The roles of cultural
influences in product branding. Cultural aspects of consumer-brand relationships.
Consumer behavior in the emerging marketplace of subsistence countries. This
attention to both national detail and individual nuance makes Cross-Cultural Issues in
Consumer Science and Consumer Psychology an instructive and highly useful
reference for scholars and students in consumer psychology, cross-cultural psychology,
marketing, international business, as well as professionals in these areas.
Cutting edge and relevant to the local context, this second Australia and New Zealand
edition of Hoyer, Consumer Behaviour, covers the latest research from the academic
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field of consumer behaviour. The text explores new examples of consumer behaviour
using case studies, advertisements and brands from Australia and the Asia-Pacific
region. The authors recognise the critical links to areas such as marketing, public policy
and ethics, as well as covering the importance of online consumer behaviour with
significant content on how evolving digital technologies and widespread use of social
media are changing the way marketers understand consumers. * Marketing
Implications boxes examine how theoretical concepts have been used in practice, and
challenge students to think about how marketing decisions impact consumers *
Considerations boxes require students to think deeply about social media, research,
cultural and international factors, and consumer psychology in relation to the
contemporary consumer * Opening vignettes and end-of-chapter cases give students
real-world insights into, and opportunities to analyse consumer behaviour, with
extensive Australian and international examples providing issues in context Premium
online teaching and learning tools are available on the MindTap platform. Learn more
about the online tools cengage.com.au/mindtap
An exploration of the field of consumer behaviour research. Focusing on theoretical
approaches underlying consumer behaviour, the editors include the application of
behavioural concepts to the study of consumer information processing, decision
making, attitude change, and affect.
This scientific, sophisticated, yet readable book approaches the subject of consumer
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behavior by using a rigorous scientific orientation, and presenting material in three
overlapping sections: basic concepts, persuasion, and managerial decision making. It
discusses the principles and scientific investigation of consumer behavior and
demonstrates how companies and organizations use them strategically every day.
Chapter topics include consumer attention and comprehension; consumer memory,
judgment, and choice; the message-learning approach to persuasion; affective and
motivational approaches to persuasion; self-persuasion and social influence principles;
online consumer behavior; new product development; product management; and
strategies for improving managerial decision making. For individuals concerned with the
attitudes and activities of today's buyer in the marketplace.
Following on from The Why of Consumption, this book examines motivational factors in
diverse consumption behaviours. In a world where consumption has become the
defining phenomenon of human life and society, it addresses the effects of critical life
events on consumption motives, and the sociological and intergenerational influences
on consumer motives and preferences. Its cross-disciplinary approach brings together
some of the leading scholars from diverse subject areas to examine the central
question about consumption: ‘why?’. This is a unique and invaluable contribution to
the area, and an essential asset for all those involved in researching, teaching or
studying consumption and consumer behaviour.
Based on cutting-edge research from behavioral science and economics, this eyePage 6/24
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opening examination of how scarcity affects our daily lives reveals how individuals and
organizations can better manage scarcity for greater satisfaction and success.
Essay from the year 2007 in the subject Hotel Industry / Catering, grade: B, University
of Derby, 24 entries in the bibliography, language: English, abstract: This article reviews
the literature relating to consumer behaviour in foodservice and investigates the
decision making process of ‘hospitality customers.’ The study generally offers an
increased understanding of the complexity of customer’s decisions and how much
hedonism behind these decisions is. This paper considers the connection between
consumer behaviour, decision making and marketing. It also demonstrates how
marketers appeal to hedonistic characteristics of individuals to sell their goods and
services. The paper shows that people make decisions not only to satisfy a need, the
decisions are more and more influenced by lifestyle, identity and status. Keywords like
Hedonism and Irrationality need to be considered because they appear more and more
in sense of consumer behaviour.
Experience is currently a hot theme in decision making. For a long time, decision
research was almost exclusively focused on new decisions and neglected the
importance of experience. It took the field until the 1990s for a new direction in research
and theorizing to become visible in the literature. There are parallel movements
happening in sociology, political science, social psychology, and business. The purpose
of this edited book is to provide a balanced and representative overview of what is
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currently known about the dynamics of experienced-based decision making. The
chapters are written by renowned experts in the field and provide the latest theoretical
developments, integrative frameworks, and state-of-the-art reviews of research in the
laboratory and in the field.
Consumer Decision MakingConsumer Behavior and Managerial Decision Making
The fragmented information that consumers receive about the nutritional value and
health risks associated with fish and shellfish can result in confusion or misperceptions
about these food sources. Consumers are therefore confronted with a dilemma: they
are told that seafood is good for them and should be consumed in large amounts, while
at the same time the federal government and most states have issued advisories urging
caution in the consumption of certain species or seafood from specific waters. Seafood
Choices carefully explores the decision-making process for selecting seafood by
assessing the evidence on availability of specific nutrients (compared to other food
sources) to obtain the greatest nutritional benefits. The book prioritizes the potential for
adverse health effects from both naturally occurring and introduced toxicants in
seafood; assesses evidence on the availability of specific nutrients in seafood
compared to other food sources; determines the impact of modifying food choices to
reduce intake of toxicants on nutrient intake and nutritional status within the U.S.
population; develops a decision path for U.S. consumers to weigh their seafood choices
to obtain nutritional benefits balanced against exposure risks; and identifies data gaps
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and recommendations for future research. The information provided in this book will
benefit food technologists, food manufacturers, nutritionists, and those involved in
health professions making nutritional recommendations.

Consumer Behavior in Action is a down-to-earth, highly engaging, and thorough
introduction to consumer behavior. It goes further than other consumer behavior
textbooks to generate student interest and activity through extensive use of inclass and written applications exercises. Each chapter presents several
exercises, in self-contained units, each with its own applications. Learning
objectives, background, and context are provided in an easy-to-digest format with
liberal use of lists and bullet points. Also included in each chapter are a key
concepts list, review questions, and a solid summary to help initiate further
student research. The author’s practical focus and clear, conversational writing
style, combined with an active-learning approach, make this textbook the studentfriendly choice for courses on consumer behavior.
For scholars interested in how social concepts such as trust impact on new
technologies, this is undoubtedly a valuable contribution. Ian Grant,
Telecommunications Policy . . . the editors have managed to provide a
comprehensive overview of current conceptual and empirical research on trustrelated issues from multiple perspectives. . . Trust and New Technologies is an
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enlightening collection of research papers on trust. The book should be of
interest to scholars, practitioners and researchers focusing on the applications of
new technologies in marketing and business management. Since trust also is a
key concept in information behaviour studies, researchers interested in this field
will also find this book a useful resource. Madely du Perez, Australian Library
Journal This book is a timely collection of research papers on one of the most
critical subjects on the internet. It explores a wide range of trust related issues
from multiple perspectives, and by researchers from around Europe and
America. The papers address the different roles that trust plays in consumer
marketing in online environments, in mobile media, and in organizational
relations. The issues highlighted are relevant to both academics and
practitioners. Feng Li, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK Trust and New
Technologies presents versatile new research that illustrates the different roles
that trust plays in the marketing and management of new technologies. The
authors provide a comprehensive and much needed overview of the current state
of conceptual and empirical research in the topical area of trust and new
technologies. Comprising of sixteen chapters, the book is divided thematically
into three sections: consumer trust in online environments trust and mobile media
new technologies and trust within and between organizations. This enlightening
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book will be of great interest to scholars, practitioners and research students
focusing on the applications of new technologies in marketing and management.
Trust researchers across business disciplines and the social sciences will also
find this timely and unique book a constructive resource.
This volume is excellent. Students who are interested in Asian business should
read it and will find the comprehensive bibliography offered by the different
contributors very helpful. In light of the recent global financial crises, it is time to
re-examine the Asian miracles, as well as the Western models of business
organizations and regulations. This volume offers great insights not just on Asian
business but also on Western economies and business. It is also time to adopt
an integrative approach recommended by Yeung through comparative research
of businesses and economies in different institutions and cultures. Yifei Sun,
Economic Geography An absolute must-have for college library reference
shelves, filled cover-to-cover with keen analyses that any businessperson
seeking to make inroads in an Asian market needs to study at length! Midwest
Book Review This book serves as an important guide to the many fascinating
research questions about Asian business waiting to be addressed. The study of
Asian business has reached equality in importance to the study of business in
Europe and North America. Researchers who study any of these regions have an
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incentive to follow the study of business in the other regions, if for no other
reason than that many global firms from each region operate in all regions now.
Nonetheless, the more important reason for knowledge transfer among
researchers of each region is that these exchanges can only advance everyone s
research. Henry Yeung and the contributors are to be thanked for setting out a
rich agenda for research on Asian business that will elevate this study to equality
with research elsewhere in the world. Eurasian Geography and Economics This
book is extremely comprehensive and well researched. It will be of particular
interest to scholars in the fields of international business, development studies,
economic geography, regional studies as well as international and national
policymakers. Science Technology & Society The rise of Asia as an important
region for global business has been widely recognized as one of the most
significant economic phenomena in the new millennium. This accessible and
comprehensive Handbook brings together state-of-the-art reviews of Asian
business in an expansive range of areas including: business organizations
strategic management marketing state business relations business and
development business policy issues. It is argued that whilst academic studies on
Asian business have been in existence for over two decades, there is relatively
little systematic integration of our knowledge and research on Asian business.
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The contributors, drawn from a variety of disciplines within the social sciences,
aim to redress the balance with their lively, cutting-edge discussion. Serving as a
timely overview of more than two decades of scholarly research, this Handbook
will be an essential resource for academics, students and researchers interested
in Asian business.
This special issue addresses aspects of ethical reasoning in consumer decision
making. In keeping with the broad theme, the research varies widely in scope
and approach. Taken together, the papers provide some hints at generalities that
might be profitably explored in future research.
"This two-volume reference is a comprehensive, up-to-date examination of the
most important theory, concepts, methodological approaches, and applications in
the burgeoning field of judgment and decision making (JDM). Brings together a
multi-disciplinary group of contributors from across the social sciences, including
psychology, economics, marketing, finance, public policy, sociology, and
philosophy Provides accessible, essential information, complete with the latest
research and references, for experts and non-experts alike in two volumes
Emphasizes the growth of JDM applications with separate chapters devoted to
medical decision making, decision making and the law, consumer behavior, and
more Addresses controversial topics (such as choice from description vs. choice
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from experience and contrasts between empirical methodologies employed in
behavioral economics and psychology) from multiple perspectives "-Many, if not most, of one's important decisions are made in the context of one's
work. However, because workplace decisions cover such a broad range of
issues, it often is difficult to detect underlying commonalities in how they are
made, and in how things go wrong when they do go wrong. As a result, there are
nearly as many different descriptions of workplace decisions as there are
decisions themselves. In this volume, the best features of these diverse
descriptions are unified in a new, intuitively compelling view of decision making
called "Image Theory." The result is a clear picture of real-life, day-to-day
workplace decision making that allows us to think constructively about how such
decisions are made and about how to improve them when improvement is
necessary.
Consumer Behavior, 9/e, by Hawkins, Best, & Coney offers balanced coverage of
consumer behavior including the psychological, social, and managerial
implications. The new edition features current and exciting examples that are tied
into global and technology consumer behavior issues and trends, a solid
foundation in marketing strategy, integrated coverage of ethical/social issues and
outlines the consumer decision process. This text is known for its ability to link
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topics back to marketing decision-making and strategic planning which gives
students the foundation to understanding consumer behavior which will make
them better consumers and better marketers.
Cites offer tidbits of information about marketing practices, interesting research
findings, and company anecdotes that bring additional life and colour to the
material. Team Talk at the end of each chapter gives you realistic and engaging
ways to discuss, review, apply, and comprehend chapter concepts. These are
not ordinary discussion questions. They involve you in the marketplace and often
in thoughts and observations about your own behavior as a consumer.
Workshops at the end of every chapter are scenarios and projects that give you
practical, manageable tasks that provide a hands-on feel for where consumer
behavior rubber meets the marketing road. Part 1 The Consumer in the
Marketplace Part 2 The Consumer as Decision Maker Part 3 Psychological
Influences on Consumer Decision Making Part 4 Sociological Influences on
Consumer Decision Making Part 5 Special Topics
The goal of this book is to help business managers and academic researchers
understand the means-end perspective and the methods by which it is used, and
to demonstrate how to use the means-end approach to develop better marketing
and advertising strategy. The authors discuss methodological issues regarding
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interviewing and coding, present applications of the means-end approach to
marketing and advertising problems, and describe the conceptual foundations of
the means-end approach. This book is of interest to academic researchers in
marketing and related fields, graduate students in business, marketing research
professionals, and business managers. It is intended as a reference book
containing ideas about the means-end approach and its applications.
Research Paper (postgraduate) from the year 2015 in the subject Business
economics - Marketing, Corporate Communication, CRM, Market Research,
Social Media, grade: Distinction, , course: Higher National Diploma in Business
(Marketing), language: English, abstract: Consumer decision making is very
familiar in business matter especially in marketing scope. Every person in this
world has the right to make decision when purchasing a product or goods.
Consumer decision making can be identified as a consumer uses to make
purchase decisions, as well as to use and dispose of purchased goods or
services; also includes factors that influence purchase decisions and the product
use. People will identify their needs and make decision making to purchase
something. It determined by psychological and economic factors. Nowadays,
communities are too busy with their daily routine such as working, studying and
so on. Regarding these matters, communities will purchase something that gives
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convenient for them whenever they are in hurry. In order to overcome the
barriers, so they usually purchase groceries especially canned foods to cook
because it is less time consuming. Normally, attractive packaging of canned
foods will be chosen. Attractive packaging can influence people to purchase the
products. This research utilized a focus group methodology to understand
consumer decision making toward canned foods and how packaging elements
can affect buying decisions. Most impulse buying occurs because of product
display, and attractive packaging plays an important role in product display.
Packaging seems to be one of the most important factors in purchase decisions
made at the point of sale. Previous studies have indicated that packaging is a
marketing communication vehicle used to capture consumer attention. Other
researcher also defined packaging as the enclosing of a physical object, typically
a product that will be offered for sale. It is the process of preparing items of
equipment for transportation and storage and which embraces preservation,
identification and packaging of products.
Understand the next level of marketing The new model for marketing-Marketing
3.0-treats customers not as mere consumers but as the complex, multidimensional human beings that they are. Customers, in turn, are choosing
companies and products that satisfy deeper needs for participation, creativity,
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community, and idealism. In Marketing 3.0, world-leading marketing guru Philip
Kotler explains why the future of marketing lies in creating products, services,
and company cultures that inspire, include, and reflect the values of target
customers. Explains the future of marketing, along with why most marketers are
stuck in the past Examines companies that are ahead of the curve, such as S. C.
Johnson Kotler is one of the most highly recognized marketing gurus, famous for
his "4 P's of Marketing" In an age of highly aware customers, companies must
demonstrate their relevance to customers at the level of basic values. Marketing
3.0 is the unmatched guide to getting out front of this new tide sweeping through
the nature of marketing.
This book is concerned with the application of the behavioural sciences, notably
social psychology and sociology, to the study of consumer behaviour. The
emphasis throughout is on making these sciences practical for the marketing
manager by focusing on those aspects of consumer behaviour which prove
useful for managerial decision-making. The introduction defines the scope of the
book in these terms and outlines a model for the consumer buying process. The
book conlcudes with detailed models of consumer choice.
Online Consumer Psychology addresses many of the issues created by the
Internet and goes beyond the topic of advertising and the Web to include topics
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such as customization, site design, word of mouth processes, and the study of
consumer decision making while online. The theories and research methods help
provide greater insight into the processes underlying consumer behavior in online
environments. Broken into six sections, this book: focuses on community and
looks at the Internet's ability to bring like-minded individuals from around the
world into one forum; examines issues related to advertising, specifically clickthrough rates and advertising content placed within gaming online and wireless
networks; provides readers with reasons why consumers customize products and
the benefits of customization; discusses the psychological effects of site design;
asks the question of whether the Internet empowers consumers to make better
decisions; and discusses research tools that can be used online.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course
syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition,
you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting
from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
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purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an
access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may
have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are
purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the
wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- Examine advertising and promotions through the lens of integrated
marketing communications. The carefully integrated approach of this text blends
advertising, promotions, and marketing communications together, providing
readers with the information they need to understand the process and benefits of
successful IMC campaigns. The fifth edition brings the material to life by
incorporating professional perspectives and real-world campaign stories
throughout the text.
With a strong empirical and market segmentation approach, this book focuses on
how the Internet has changed the way people obtain information about potential
purchases, giving readers the most up-to-date material on how technology is
changing their lives as consumers. The Thirty-two mini-cases help readers learn
by applying the theory, drawing on current business news to demonstrate specific
consumer behavior concepts. This edition now includes thirty-two Active Learning
mini-cases. A clear consumer decision making model is set out in each chapter
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to facilitate learning presented in the first chapter, this model serves as a
structural framework for the concepts the building blocks examined in the
following chapters. The book's final chapter ties all of these concepts together so
readers see the interrelationships and relevance of individual concepts to
consumer decision-making. For those studying consumer behavior and/or
marketing.
Essay from the year 2018 in the subject Psychology - Work, Business,
Organisational and Economic Psychology, grade: A, University College London,
language: English, abstract: Each day we face numerous decisions that
determine the outcome of our life to a great extent. Whether we are rich or poor,
happy or sad, good or bad - it all comes down to the decisions we make. It is
therefore logical to assume that human beings have evolved to be experts in
decision making. For decades, Economists, Psychologists and Philosophers
have struggled to answer this question by conceptualizing the way people make
decision and by coming up with models that explain judgment and decision
making. Over the last few centuries, models of rationality have been constantly
changing and evolving. In 1654, Blaise Pascal and Pierre Fermat had a
prolonged discussion about human rationale in gambling scenarios, giving birth
to the rational choice theory. Its main assumption is that humans take into
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consideration every available information, cost and benefit associated with a
decision and proceed to select the best choice amongst all available alternatives
- the one that maximizes Expected Utility. This model, however, is inherently
flawed, as it ignores elements such as cognitive biases and mental shortcuts
(also known as heuristics) that could lead to deviations from the assumption of
perfectly rational decisions. In response to the limitations of the rational choice
theory, Herbert Simon proposed the notion of bounded rationality to compensate
for flaws in human thinking and to take into consideration environmental
constraints when making a decision. Bounded rationality suggests that humans
act as satisficers rather than maximizers, aimed at finding a decision that is good
enough, taken the amount of information and time that were available for making
the decision. This framework applies to any decision making process – including
consumer behaviour. Therefore, this essay will argue that consumers are not
perfectly rational agents, aimed at maximizing expected utility with each
transaction. Rather, humans have inherent limitations to their information
processing abilities leading to the development of cognitive biases and heuristics,
which help them make decision faster and more efficient. This ability, however,
comes at the cost of making suboptimal decision. To illustrate the point and to
compare and contrast both models of rationality, we will use a practical example
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of a car purchase throughout the essay.
The popular CONSUMER BEHAVIOR, 7E draws key concepts from marketing,
psychology, sociology, and anthropology to present a strong foundation and
highly practical focus on real-world applications for today’s global business
environment. With this new edition, readers examine the latest research and
business practices with extensive coverage of social media influences, increased
consumer power, and emerging neuroscience findings. Readers review
controversies in consumer decision-making involving money, goals, emotions,
charity, health, materialism, and sustainability. This edition increases its
emphasis on social responsibility and ethics in marketing, scrutinizing both the
dark side and constructive possibilities. With even more real-world examples,
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR, 7E provides a thorough, yet enjoyable guide that
enables today’s learners to master the skills they need. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
This book explores key factors associated with consumer behaviour, from both a
theoretical and practical perspective. It particularly focuses on the consumer in
the 21st century – educated and conscious, but also impatient, disloyal and
capricious. The book is divided into three main parts: the first part discusses the
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theoretical and legal aspects of consumers’ behaviour, analysing the
government's role in regulating consumer behaviour and the role of the European
Union. The second part then examines organisational strategies, such as omnichannel retailing and branding products. And lastly, the third part describes
consumer behaviours in the context of individual products and services, from
coffee to energy.
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